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PYXOUS, BUXENTUM, POLICASTRO BUSSENTINO
Santa Marina, Salerno, Italy

Figure 1. View of Policastro.
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Figure 2. Panoramic view of the castle and the town.

The town of Policastro was situated on top of a hill overlooking an inlet with a quay that,
in antiquity, was one of the safest harbours along the stretch of coast between Naples and
the Straits of Messina. It also faced the river Bussento, which offered a practical and
economic link with the resources and markets of the hinterland. The extraordinary
continuity of life in Policastro is a valuable key to the history of the Campania coast.

The area of Policastro was certainly already
populated in the sixth century BC, possibly by
people from inland, who at that time began
Figure 3. The coin of Pixous dating from the late
sixth century BC.

moving to the coast to develop new networks
of trade with the Greek colonies of the
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southern Tyrrhenian Sea. This phase has been confirmed by a number of recent finds of
pottery and other archaeological items. These point to the existence of a small emporium
operating as a market for the exchange of goods coming by sea from the Mediterranean
and by river from inland.

Archaeological investigations have not yet uncovered structural remains relating to this
period, but it is likely that the marine landing and the river were then equipped with
wharfs and places for the storage and exchange of goods, as well as services dedicated to
sailors and merchants. Around the area of the landing, or at the foot of the hill, may have
emerged the first houses and even a first site of worship, dedicated perhaps to a deity
connected with navigation or commerce. A series of coins dating from the late sixth
century BC refers to this very spot, according to some scholars.

Figure 4. The wall dating from the fourth and third centuries BC.
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The history of Policastro appears to have taken a new turn when, in 471 BC, Micita, the
tyrant of Reggio, evidently attracted by its strategic importance, decided to send a group
of settlers to occupy the land, the hill and the landing (Diod. XI, 59, 4; Strabo, VI, 1, 1). The
settlers appear to have expanded and fortified the town to better serve the growing
volume of maritime traffic. They protected it with its first boundary wall, identified during
archaeological investigations in the 1980s.

Between the fourth and third centuries BC the city probably fell into the hands of Lucania
or, at least, came heavily under Lucanian influence, judging from archaeological finds
relating to the period. This era also saw a further strengthening of the fortifications, with
the construction of new walls, built with large square blocks of limestone, in some places
still preserved to their full height of four metres.

After the end of the Punic wars, the Gulf
of Policastro became the focus of the
political and commercial interests of the
Romans, who founded many settlements
to control the territory. Policastro, preeminent in the Gulf because of its
strategic importance, was naturally not
spared, and, in 194 BC, Rome took
possession of it, despatching 300 settlers
and their families there to turn it into a
colony under the name of Buxentum (Liv.
Figure 5. Hypothetical reconstruction of the Roman
town.

XXXIV, 45, 1-2). The fate of the city,
however, did not work out in the way
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that the Romans would have liked. It was increasingly described as abandoned and in a
state of decay, notwithstanding the establishment of new colonists there apparently in 154153 BC (Liv. XXXIX, 23, 3-4; Vell. I, 15, 3).

At the beginning of the first century BC, after
the pacification of the territory that followed
the social wars, Buxentum was recognized as a
municipality and was enrolled in the Tribus
Pomptina.

The

city’s

new

status

was

emphasised by the creation of a number of
public works, such as the construction of a
forum and a market, enhancing its public
image and functions, probably accompanied
by
Figure 6. The Roman road.

a

general

transformation

of

private

buildings to match.

A part of the Roman city of this period is still visible, perfectly preserved in the historical
centre of Policastro Bussentino. Archaeological excavations have brought to light a stretch
of road paved in stone where it is easy to imagine the shops and porticos once flanking it.
Ancient authors speak of Buxentum until the third century AD and then seem to fall silent
for at least three centuries. Their silence however is made up for by archaeological sources
and, in particular, by the data coming to light in the course of investigations conducted in
the Notaio Pinto Archaeological Park. The new surveys tell of a city that at this stage still
had the strength and vitality not only to erect monumental buildings, embellished with
marble and mosaics, but also to trade with and to consume products from the major
markets of the Mediterranean. Continuity in the political and economic role of Policastro,
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even in the difficult centuries of late antiquity, is also underlined by the fact that at the
beginning of the sixth century a bishop—at that time of papal domination one of the
highest authorities responsible for the control of territory—had his residence there.

More complex are the events involving Policastro from the second half of the sixth century
to the end of the eleventh century, when its territory was strongly contested between
Greeks and Longobards and continuously exposed to raids by pirates. This period saw the
construction of the first fortress on the hill of the castle and of the first church in the area of
the present cathedral.

Figure 7. The cathedral.

In the twelfth century, however, Policastro was still described as an important and wellpopulated centre (Al-Idrisi, 80). Its fortifications were strengthened by the addition of
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Figure 8. The remains of the castle.

battlements and turrets and, at the behest of the bishop, Giovanni II, the church was fitted
with a bell tower.

Further improvement of the city’s defences took place at the end of the thirteenth century
when, on the orders of Giacomo Sanseverino, a member of one of the great families who
alternated as rulers of Policastro, the ancient fortification on the summit of the hill of the
castle was restructured.

The frequency of the projects to upgrade the town’s defences between the twelfth and
fifteenth centuries is easy to explain. Protection was needed against continuous pirate
raids; several noble families competed with each other for dominion over the city; and the
Gulf of Policastro was at the heart of a bloody feud between the Angevins and Aragonese
for control of the Kingdom of Naples.
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Figure 9. Medieval fortification.

During the first half of the sixteenth century, the Gulf of Policastro was subjected to a
series of raids by the Saracens, who brought death and destruction to many towns along
the coast. In 1532 and in 1543 the pirate Khayr al-Din, called Barbarossa, sacked Policastro
and enslaved many of its inhabitants. A few years later, in 1552, it was again assaulted,
this time by the Turkish armada of Dragùt Rais. After a siege of four days, the Turks
rampaged into the town and slaughtered its inhabitants, an event that deeply scarred
Policastro’s history. Contemporary chronicles record that only 28 survived the attack.
They managed to escape and hide in the surrounding hills. The town was suddenly almost
utterly deserted. The survivors returned to cluster in a few precincts, perhaps close to the
castle or the church. Entire neighbourhoods inside the walls were completely abandoned.
The place must have had a ghostly appearance: only a few dwellings were inhabited, with
little activity, and hardly any people to be seen—the survivors cowering amid the
abandoned ruins of the lives of those massacred by the pirates, their empty homes, their
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belongings, and the traces of the violence they had suffered; their voices, their expressions,
their daily habits now only a shattered memory for the few who escaped the slaughter.

With the passage of time, much of the city
gradually came to be repopulated until Policastro
was transformed into the lively centre we see today.
Yet the rebirth of the city has not been complete.
An entire neighbourhood, which today comprises
the Notaio Pinto Archaeological Park, remained
trapped in the time warp of the catastrophe of 1552.
The houses and streets in that part of town, left to
themselves, gradually turned into a huge pile of
Figure 10. The pirate Dragùt Rais.

rubble that sealed the traces of the massacre
together with what was left, after the departure of

the pirates, of the furnishings and objects of everyday life of the former inhabitants.

This area, where time stood still on the terrible day of 11 July 1552, is now a window
through time for us to look at the life and activities of the ancient inhabitants of Policastro,
restoring to them their little say in history.
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History of archaeological research
The first archaeological investigations in Policastro Bussentino were carried out between
1960 and 1969 by the archaeologist Venturino Panebianco, who conducted a series of digs
in the area of the centro storico. These brought to light part of one of the ancient Roman
roads of Buxentum, still visible a few tens of metres from the cathedral.

A new small test
excavation

was

carried out in 1979
by
Clara

archaeologist
Bencivenga

Trillmich
one

behind

of

medieval

the
turrets,

in via Vescovado.
This uncovered a
fair

amount

of

ceramic fragments,
dating back to a
period between the
fifth
Figure 11. Map of the excavated areas of the city.: 1 - Panebianco excavations,
2 - Bencivenga Trillmich excavations; 3 - Johannowsky excavations; 4 Superintendency for Archaeological Heritage of Salerno, Avellino, Benevento
and Caserta excavations; 5 - Etruria Nova Onlus excavations.

century

BC

and the full Middle
Ages. From the same
year, as part of a

programme to consolidate and restore a section of the outer curtain of the medieval city
walls, several small digs were directed by Werner Johannowsky, then an official the
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Culture Ministry’s Superintendency for Archaeological Heritage. These identified the
remains of the city’s first defensive system, and, outside the city walls, part of a Roman
necropolis.

Several years later, in 2010, a succession of precautionary probes near Palazzo De Curtis
brought to light some masonry structures from different eras, along with the remains of a
male burial site dating back to the IV-V century AD.

Since 2011, the area has been the focus of a research and development project under the
scientific supervision of the Superintendency for Archaeological Heritage of Salerno,

Figure 12. The first two excavation areas to be opened investigated the ancient urban neighbourhood
preserved in the Notaio Pinto Archaeological Park (red) and the Roman necropolis outside the ancient city
walls (blue).
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Avellino and Benevento, in partnership with the City of Santa Marina and the Association
of Archaeologists of Etruria Nova Onlus and the University of Genova, a private nonprofit organization. Between 2011 and 2013 a series of archaeological surveys were carried
out with the aim of defining the pattern, manner and timetable in which humans
populated the territory. The first two excavation areas to be opened investigated the
ancient urban neighbourhood preserved in the Notaio Pinto Archaeological Park and the
Roman necropolis outside the ancient city walls.

Roman necropolis outside the ancient city walls

Immediately outside a section of
the city’s fortification, not far from
the area dug up by Werner
Johannowsky, were found the
remains of two burials, probably
classifiable

as

Roman,

but

unfortunately badly damaged by
erosion of the hillside.
The oldest burial remains were of
the type known as "enchytrismos":
the corpse of a child had been
placed

inside

an

amphora,

without its top, which was then
buried in a narrow pit. Inside the
Figure 13. The oldest burial remains were of the type
"enchytrismos".

tomb no further corroboratory
evidence could be found beside
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the bones.
The second tomb, more recent, contained the remains of
two individuals, an adult and a child, buried in the style
known as “alla cappuccina” (Capuchin style). The remains
were placed directly on the bottom of a narrow pit,
perhaps on top of a wooden base, fabric or other perishable
material, and were covered with big roofing tiles under a
pile of earth sealing the tomb. Again, no additional

Figure 14
contained

The
the

more recent tomb
remains

of

corroboratory evidence could be found with the bones.

two

individuals buried in the style "alla
cappuccina".

Notaio Pinto Archaeological Park

Figure 15. A part of the Medieval - Post Medieval quarter and the remains of the Roman wall.
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Stratigraphic investigations at the Notaio Pinto Archaeological Park revealed walls and
layers relating to the Roman, medieval and post-medieval city, unfortunately so badly
damaged by a series of modern interventions that they are difficult in parts to decipher.

The oldest ruins to be seen today consist of a series of massive walls of stone and brick,

Figure 16. Plan of the 2012 excavations.
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probably belonging to an important building, whether private or public, datable to a time
frame of between the third and fourth centuries AD. The structure, still under examination,
consisted of a set of chambers apparently with a single entrance located on the north side.
One of the rooms still has ancient plaster rendering on part of its wall, and you can
glimpse the plaster unmistakably on the vault of the ceiling. On the same plaster further
down, a number of small holes, arranged in a line with regular spacing, probably secured
metal supports for the original cladding of coloured marble, which has not survived.

Part of the chamber contained a rectangular cistern plastered in waterproof mortar with a
mosaic floor of black and white tesserae.

Figure 17. Photo of the 2013 excavations.
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Between the fourth and sixteenth centuries a number of adaptations and modifications
were made but unfortunately it is difficult to decipher their purpose because of the deep
damage caused to the archaeological layers by modern intervention.

Figure 18. Hypothetical 3D reconstruction of the urban neighbourhood in the Medieval - Post Medieval
period.

The solidity and importance of the town in these phases of its history, however, is
confirmed by the large amount of ceramic materials, local and imported, which have been
recovered from the various layers.
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Just north of the Roman structure, at a point where modern interventions seem to have
been more superficial, investigations have brought to light the remains of part of the
ancient quarter destroyed by the invading pirate Dragùt Rais in 1552. Here can be
identified what may be a stretch of an old lane flanked by a small square room onto which
a second floor seems to have collapsed.

A second, larger premise, which was probably accessed from the opposite side of the
street, is a part of quarter that has only partially been examined by archaeologist. The
entrance to this premise hasn’t yet been excavated and fully examined. This structure too
had a second floor, as is evident by a stone stairway visible along the east side.

Pottery, artifacts and other finds attest to a particularly lively commercial centre that could
attract goods of every
kind,

including

luxuries, not only from
all over Italy and the
Tyrrhenian hinterland
but also from more
distant markets of the
Mediterranea

Figure 19. Medieval pottery founds during the excavations.
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